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Dear Jacque, 

 

I am writing to express my deepest gratitude for the extraordinary assistance you provided in selecting the 

most thoughtful and caring gifts for my dear family and best friend. Your dedication to ensuring each gift 

carried a personal touch made the holiday season truly special for all of us. 

In a time where generic gift cards and impersonal presents are abundant, I was determined to send a message 

to my loved ones that resonated with care and thoughtfulness. It was a stroke of luck that I overheard you 

mentioning that “Mary Kay is not just about makeup but also about self-care.” 

Upon reaching out to you, I was met with prompt and enthusiastic responses. Your willingness to meet with 

me personally, even coming to my home, demonstrated a level of customer service that goes above and 

beyond. Your commitment to providing a red-carpet experience did not go unnoticed. 

What stood out the most was your keen ability to ask powerful questions about my family and friend, helping 

me navigate through the vast array of products. Your insights guided me towards selecting the perfect gifts 

that not only conveyed my care for them but also reflected the importance of self-care. 

Considering the logistical challenge of carrying the gifts on a plane to my family in Florida, your forward-

thinking approach pleasantly surprised me. Not only did you take the initiative to mail the gifts to my family 

members and friend, but you also went the extra mile by having them beautifully wrapped before my arrival 

in Florida. The moment I opened the boxes, my eyes lit up, and a genuine smile adorned my face. 

Your thoughtfulness and proactive measures made the entire gift-giving process effortless and delightful. I 

cannot thank you enough for ensuring my family and best friend received not only meaningful presents but 

also a touch of joy and surprise. 

Jacque, your exceptional service has left a lasting impression on me, and I am genuinely grateful for the 

positive impact you made on our holiday celebration. My family and best friend thoroughly enjoyed their 

gifts, thanks to your invaluable assistance. 

Energetic Wishes, 

 

 

Kim Green 
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